Chase Hughes and Cole Bales 
Chase Hughes and Cole Bales are both ninth grade boys at Valley Christian High School, but they differ in many ways.  Chase is extremely tall for his age.  He towers over most of the Freshman class.  He has blonde, floppy hair, and mischievous eyes.  Chase loves the limelight.  He often climbs on top of the lockers or on his desk to attract attention.  Chase acts like he does not take school seriously, but he is actually very studious and works hard to earn top grades.  On the other hand, Cole Bales is average height.  He has light brown, spiky hair, and twinkling eyes.  Cole avoids the limelight, and prefers to sit back and laugh at Chase’s shenanigans.  Cole takes school seriously and works very hard to earn a 4.0.  Chase and Cole also share many similarities, but it is their differences that make life interesting. 




San Jose and San Francisco
San Francisco and San Jose are both cities in northern California, but they differ in many ways.  Even though San Jose is the less recognized of the two, it is the larger city.  San Jose’s population is 920,000; whereas the population of San Francisco is 640,000.  San Jose is home to one professional sports team, the San Jose Sharks.  In contrast, San Francisco is the home of the 49ers and the San Francisco Giants.  San Jose is gaining a reputation for the arts, but San Francisco offers more museums, professional performances, and galleries.  San Jose has the McEnery Convention Center, but San Francisco attracts more conventions and trade shows because the Moscone convention center can accommodate much larger groups.  San Jose attracts very few tourists, on the other hand San Francisco is flooded with summer tourists riding the trolley cars, walking the Golden Gate Bridge, and snapping pictures of Coit Tower.  San Jose may be the larger of the two cities, but San Francisco is the gem of Northern California.

Compare and Contrast Transitions
	yet 

	alternatively/alternately 

but / however
despite/or in spite of 
nevertheless 
not 
rather than 
conversely 
on the contrary, or to the contrary 
although 
by contrast/in contrast/contrasting (to) 
unless 
	On the other hand

likewise 
just as 
in the same way 
by the same token 
similarly 
again 
thus 




